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Abstract
Background: Realist studies represent an increasingly popular approach for exploring complex interventions’ successes and
failures. The theory-driven approach seeks to explain “what works, how, why, in which contexts, for whom, and to what extent”
using context–mechanism–outcome (CMO) configurations. When the approach was first developed, CMO configurations were
the method for expressing causal explanations. Increasingly, realist studies have been conducted using different variations of the
heuristic such as strategy–context–mechanism–outcome (SCMO) configurations or intervention–context–actor–mechanism–
outcome (ICAMO) configurations. Researchers have highlighted a lack of methodological guidance regarding which additional
explanatory factors can be included in configurations (e.g., strategies, interventions, actors). This article aims to clarify and further
develop the concept of configurations by discussing how explanatory factors could be robustly added to the original CMO
configuration as put forward by Pawson and Tilley. Comparing the use of different types of configurations: We draw on
two of our own studies, one which formulated CMO configurations and one which formulated SCMO configurations, and on an
evidence scan of realist studies. We explored the effects these different configurations had on studies’ findings and highlight why
researchers chose CMOs or SCMOs. Finally, we provide recommendations regarding the use of configurations. These are as
follows: Using additional explanatory factors is possible but consider the research scope to select the configuration appropriate
for the study; Be transparent about the choice in configuration and include examples of configurations; Further studies about the
use of additional explanatory factors are needed to better understand the effects on each step in the realist evaluation cycle; and
New ways of disseminating realist findings are needed to balance transparency regarding the use of configurations. Conclusions:
Adding explanatory factors is possible and can be insightful depending on the study’s scope and aims; however, any configuration
type must adhere to the rule of generative causation.
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Contributions to the Literature
 Realist configurations have been applied in a variety
of ways yet many researchers struggle to apply

configurations in a way appropriate to their studies due
to a lack of clear guidance or best-practice literature.
 By sharing our experiences of conducting realist studies,
we hope to contribute to the debate of when and why
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Table 1. Conceptualizations of Realist Concepts.
Context

Pertains to the background of a program. Examples of contexts include e.g. pre-existing social, economic, political and
organizational structures, cultural norms, social norms and interrelationships. Some aspects of these contexts may
enable particular mechanisms to be triggered, while other aspects of these contexts may prevent mechanisms from
being triggered.
Mechanism
Mechanisms describe how the resources embedded within a program influence the reasoning and behavior of program
participants. Mechanisms are usually hidden, sensitive to variations in context and generate outcomes.
Outcome
Refers to intended, unintended, or unexpected program outcomes on the micro-, meso-, or macro-level.
Context–mechanism– CMO is a heuristic used to explain generative causation. CMOs help to reflect on the relationship between a context,
mechanism, and an outcome of interest in a particular program. CMOs can be about a whole program or only certain
outcome (CMO)
aspects of a program. Configuring CMOs is a basis for generating or refining (program) theories.
configuration
Source: http://ramesesproject.org/Standards_and_Training_materials.php#re_training

additional explanatory factors can be added to the
“original” context–mechanism–outcome (CMO)
configuration.
 This article highlights important issues to consider when
choosing a configuration type and provides recommendations for ensuring realist studies are transparent so
others can critically examine the approach and thus evaluate studies’ results.
Figure 1. Generative explan (Pawson, 2008).

Background
Realist studies, namely realist evaluations and realist reviews,
were first developed based on the idea that studies should not
only indicate whether an intervention works or not but should
highlight “what works, how, in which contexts, and for whom”
(Pawson & Tilley, 1997). According to Pawson and Tilley
(1997), realist studies start with, and are based on, program
theories, which are initial hypotheses about how a program
(component) may or may not work, in which contexts, leading
to particular outcomes. Based on these initial program theories,
a research design, for example, what data are needed and how it
should be collected, is formed to enable the testing of the
program theories.
After the data collection phase, data analysis is directed
toward formulating and refining configurations that explain
which (aspects of) interventions work, for whom, under what
circumstances, and to what extent (Wong et al., 2016). These
configurations are embedded within program theories and set
out the causal links between the context (C) and mechanism
(M) to explain how an outcome (O) was produced (Marchal
et al., 2012; see Table 1 for the conceptualizations of the C, M,
and O). When realist studies were originally developed, CMO
configurations were outlined as a heuristic to aid researchers to
think in terms consistent with realist causal links (Kastner et al.,
2019; Pawson & Tilley, 1997; Wye et al., 2014).
While there are many different schools of realism, this article
specifically focuses on the realist approach first put forward by
Pawson and Tilley (1997). Table 1 and Figure 1 highlight how
the authors have conceptualized important realist terms and
interpret generative causation within this school. Figures such
as the one included in this article and others like it, for example,
Dalkin et al.’s 2015 CMO framework, are meant as a heuristic

for realist approaches and generative causation and are therefore
not meant as a one-size-fits-all instrument for realist studies.

Variations in Realist Configurations
After the CMO configuration was introduced to understand
causality, some authors have added explanatory factors to
the CMO configuration, for example, the intervention–context–actor–mechanism–outcome (ICAMO) configuration.
Some of these researchers explained they had expanded on
the CMO configuration because they felt it helped them to
think and analyze in a realist way and to unpack different
aspects of the intervention(s) under investigation (Abejirinde
et al., 2018).
Apart from the abovementioned reason, few published
papers provided insight into the use and reasoning behind these
additional explanatory factors. We therefore scanned the literature of the past 10 years. We searched the Embase database and
Google Scholar using the terms “realist evaluation,” “realist
synthesis,” “realist study,” and “realist review” and included
primary studies that claimed to apply the realist approach. We
found over 300 studies, which were self-proclaimed realist studies. About a third of the studies referred to the use of configurations and half of these had included examples of configurations
(either in the main text or in tables, appendices, and visualizations). The vast majority of studies, which had mentioned the use
of configurations and/or provided examples of configurations,
had used CMO configurations to analyze the data. Several studies had included additional explanatory factors in their configurations; for example, strategy–context–mechanism–outcome
(SCMO) configurations, context–intervention–mechanism–
outcome (CIMO) configurations, and ICAMO configurations
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Table 2. Variations in Configuration Types Presented in Different Realist Papers.
Context–Intervention–
Context–Mechanism–Out- Mechanism–Outcome
come (CMO) Configurations (CIMO) Configurations

Intervention–Context–
Mechanism–Agency–Outcome (ICMAO)
Configuration

Strategy/Intervention–Context–Mechanism–Outcome
(S/ICMO) Configurations

Intervention–Context–Actor–
Mechanism–Outcome (ICAMO)
Configurations

Research focus/question:
Research focus/question:
Research focus/question:
Research focus/question:
Research focus/question:
Understanding how and
Understanding how
Investigating how
Investigating strategies/
Understanding how mHealth
why effective multichronic
training operates, what
interventions to reduce
interventions, contextual
influences maternal health care
disease management
facilitates training designed
long-term sickness
factors and mechanisms
workers’ performance
interventions influence
to support shifts in
absence in public-sector
that influence the capacity
health outcomes in older
attitudes among health
organizations interact
of organizations to plan,
adults
care professionals, what
within context to influence
implement, and sustain
barriers exist, how these
successful management of
health literacy activities
can be addressed
long-term absence
(the outcome)
ICAMO configuration: “When
CMO configuration: “The
CIMO configuration: “During ICMAO configuration: “Early S/ICMO configuration:
mHealth is introduced in health
mental health needs of
the implementation stage
intervention (intervention)
“Develop strategic
facilities with a supportive
patients add to
when health care
in the form of regular
linkages between health
organizational culture (context)
management challenges
professionals started
contact with absent staff
literacy interventions and
characterized by adequate
and interfere with patient
providing SMS and
initiated by employers
other high-profile
supervision, clinical support, and
self-care. Some mental
reflection provided
indicates to staff that they
campaigns (Strategy/
peer cooperation, and the
health patients with poor
evidence of success
are valued and supported
intervention). Conditions
intervention is accompanied
communication (context)
(intervention resource),
by their managers and also
that reinforce social
with sufficient training
receive less intensive
professionals became
provides the opportunity
norms supporting health
(intervention) on how to use the
mental health treatment
convinced of the benefits
to identify any barriers to
literacy (context). Increases
innovation, alongside regular
(outcome) because
(mechanism) and
an early return to work
the “visibility” of health
technical support (intervention)
providers sometimes
motivated to continue
(mechanism). This
literacy efforts
during the implementation
ignored or normalized
(outcome). This process
prevents feelings of
(mechanism) that influence
process; HCWs who are
their symptoms
was facilitated by clinical
isolation from the
the capacity of
organizations to plan,
computer literate (actor) or
(mechanism).” (Kastner
supervision and peer
workplace, helps to
implement, and sustain
(become) sufficiently skilled in
et al., 2019, p.22)
support (context).” (Davies
motivate staff to return to
health literacy
using the specific device (actor)
et al., 2018, p. 280)
work and gives them the
interventions (outcomes”)a
demonstrate innovation
confidence to do so
(Willis et al., 2014, p.519)
adoption (outcome) because they
(agency), leading to an
feel empowered (mechanism).
earlier return to work
Empowerment is the result of
(outcome). These
increased computer literacy
mechanisms are less likely
skills (mechanism; e.g.,
to occur in a context
QUALMAT study), increased
where there are longconfidence (mechanism) in their
waiting times for medical
problem-solving capabilities,
treatment, noncompliance
professional credibility
with organizational
(mechanism) as service
procedures, inadequate
providers, or enhanced selftraining of line managers
efficacy (mechanism) in
and poor communication
performing service delivery tasks
between people with
supported by mHealth. This
responsibility for managing
response is modified by
LTSA (context).” (Higgens
individual-level characteristics
et al., 2012, p.326)
such as technological literacy
(actor), motivation (actor), and
job satisfaction (actor).”
(Abejirinde et al., 2018, p. 80)
Abbreviation: HCW, health care workers.
a
Taken from a summary table.

were used (see Table 2 for examples of these configurations).
Overall, we found that many of the papers identified in the
evidence scan had reported their configurations in such a way
that it was difficult to decipher which factors within the configurations were functioning as context to activate which mechanism and thus cause which outcome. This lack of transparency
and clarity made it difficult to understand researchers’ rationale
for using the realist approach, why they choose to add additional
explanatory factors, and what the causal processes were for outcomes within program theories (Pawson & Manzano-Santaella,
2012).

Comparing the Use of Different Configurations
Based on the authors’ experiences of formulating CMOs or
SCMOs in our own separate studies (De Weger et al., 2020;
Van Vooren et al., 2020) and the examples of the literature
scan, we firstly hypothesized that adding explanatory factors
would have an impact on the scope, depth of mechanisms and
quantity of configurations, and how interventions or strategies
were understood and operationalized within configurations. We
thought that adding explanatory factors would lead to mechanisms
less rich in detail, thus altering the depth of the mechanism. We
thought this, in turn, would influence the type of information that is
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Table 3. Illustrative Case Studies.
CMO Case Study A

SCMO Case Study B

Research question: To investigate what the guiding principles, underlying
Research question: Investigating (a) what CE approaches are being
strategies and mechanisms are for the development toward a health and
implemented in six regions and how these compare to professionals’
well-being system, given the development of PHM initiatives.
and citizens’ definitions and expectations of CE; (b) the underlying
mechanisms explaining citizens’ and professionals’ experiences of CE.
SCMO configuration: Use of initiative’s “branding,” focused on PHM vision in
CMO configuration: Professionals had developed and implemented the
order to strengthen the initiative’s identity and objectives (strategy). The
Cooperative without any policyholder input and only afterward selected
label “pioneer site” provided by the Dutch Ministry of Health Welfare and
five policyholders to represent the others (context). Because the
Sports (context) helped to enable commitment for the shared PHM vision
professionals had created the Cooperative, the representatives
(outcome) as the label helped to trigger a sense of urgency among partners
struggled to become autonomous from the professionals and felt unable
(mechanism; Van Vooren et al., 2020)
to shape their own independent roles (mechanism). Consequently, at the
time of interviewing, the Cooperative were still trying to reach out to
policyholders, the majority of whom were unaware that they were
members of the Cooperative due to the automatic enrolment the
professionals had already implemented (outcome; De Weger et al., 2020).
CMO configuration concerning same section of transcript: The label
SCMO configuration concerning the same section of the transcript:
“pioneer” site was provided by the Dutch Ministry of Health Welfare
Implementing and designing a Cooperative without the input of
and Sports and was used by initiatives as branding (context), this label
policyholders (strategy). After the design of the Cooperative,
triggered a sense of urgency among partners (mechanism). This in turn
professionals had selected five policyholders to represent the others
enabled a sense of commitment to the shared PHM vision and
(context). This caused the representatives to struggle to become
strengthened the initiative’s identity and objectives (outcome)
autonomous from the professionals and they felt unable to shape their
own independent roles (mechanism). Cooperative were unable to reach
out to policyholders as most policyholders were unaware they were
members of the Cooperative (outcome)
Note. CMO ¼ context–mechanism–outcome configurations; SCMO ¼ strategy–context–mechanism–outcome configurations; CE ¼ community engagement;
PHM ¼ population health management.

included in the analysis and eventually within the final findings.
However, most papers that used the realist approach did not stipulate how key realist concepts were defined or operationalized or
included examples of configurations. Therefore, it is not clear
what benefits (or drawbacks) the addition of these extra factors
had on deepening the causal explanations above and beyond that
already provided by the original CMO configuration format.
Concrete examples are needed to illustrate the potential
benefits of additional factors to the original CMO configuration
format because at present such examples are conspicuous by
their absence. Thus, for this article, we revisited the CMO and
SCMO configurations we developed in two of our own realist
evaluations. We went back to the original interview transcripts
and formulated CMO configurations for the original SCMO
study and vice versa. Our goal was to explore and illustrate the
benefits and/or drawbacks of formulating CMO and SCMO
configurations into a different format—highlighting, where relevant, their differences and its effects on the results.

Two Illustrative Case Studies
When initially carrying out both studies, we purposively
reflected on which type of configuration would best suit the
studies’ research aims and scopes and the breadth of information
available (see Table 3 for more detailed information on the case
studies). Study A aimed to explore how community engagement
(CE) is understood and being operationalized in the Dutch
health care system (De Weger et al., 2020). It examined engaged
citizens’ and professionals’ perceptions and experiences of CE
approaches. The aim of this study was to unpack the relationships and dynamics between citizens and professionals by doing

a deep-dive analysis of mechanisms (and the CMO causal processes) on a more granular level.
In Study B, the development of nine Dutch Population Health
Management sites was monitored and analyzed using SCMO
configurations (Van Vooren et al., 2020). We wanted to stay
close to professionals’ needs and perceptions and thus provided
practical insights for professionals to successfully develop
toward population health management (PHM). The study therefore focused on the strategies that were implemented by the
PHM sites. In order to highlight how strategies were implemented within, and impacted by, their contexts and how this triggered certain mechanisms to produce specific outcomes,
strategies were added as an explanatory factor to the CMO heuristic. For this study, strategies were conceptualized as intended
plans of action (Jagosh et al., 2015 ) “aimed at the reorganisation
and integration of public health, health care, social care and
community services including ‘partner’ sectors (e.g., housing,
transport), to promote the Triple Aim and develop into a health
and wellbeing system” (Van Vooren et al., 2020, p.38). Strategies in this study can be compared to the concept of interventions
that are implemented in the context, which triggers mechanisms
and causes a certain outcome (Lacouture et al., 2015).
In both studies, the same realist evaluation cycle was used
(Marchal et al., 2012; Pawson & Tilley, 1997). Figure 2 highlights how the choice in configuration influenced each step in
the studies’ cycles. This figure shows the importance of choosing the most appropriate configuration type as it influences
how initial program theories are expressed, how data are collected and analyzed, and ultimately how program theories are
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Selecng research scope &
aims (theory driven)

Choosing conﬁguraon
type

Inial programme theories
(expressed according to
chosen conﬁguraon type)

Data collecon (according
to conﬁguraon type)

Analysis using
conﬁguraon type

Reﬁne programme
theories

Figure 2. Influence of configuration type on realist evaluation cycle.

refined. While this process is streamlined in Figure 2, we
acknowledge the realist process is iterative.

Discussion and Comparison of Our Own Experiences of
Using Different Types of Configurations
In Study A, we had originally expressed our realist causal
explanations in the form of CMOs, in Study B as SCMOs.
When we went back to reanalyze the original transcripts in
Study A to develop SCMOs, we firstly found that the type and
scope of information captured within configurations changed.
The focus on SCMOs prompted us to focus on coding only
those causal links for which specific strategies had been implemented. This resulted in a narrowed scope for coding. This
finding was similar to our original experience of coding for

SCMOs with Study B. However, this narrowed focus on strategies would have been inappropriate for Study A because
within this study we wanted to develop an in-depth understanding of interpersonal relationships.
Additionally, we found that the depth of the mechanism, by
which we mean the level of detail as to how the mechanism is
triggered, was not affected by using a different configuration,
counter to our original hypothesis. As can be seen from the
configuration examples (see Table 3), the mechanism in the
CMO configuration in Study A captures what Pawson and
Tilley (1997) and Dalkin et al. (2015) called the resource and
reasoning/behavior mechanism. Whereas, within SCMO configuration in Study B, the resource triggering the reasoning/
behavior mechanism can usually be found in the “strategy”
explanatory factor. This means the information needed to
produce a realist causal explanation (i.e., a CMO configuration) is captured within different explanatory components of
the SCMO configuration.
Third, while we chose our type of configuration based on
our studies’ aims and scope, we found that the choice of using
additional explanatory factors within a realist configuration
impacted other steps in the realist evaluation cycle (e.g., data
collection; see Figure 2). For example, trying to formulate
SCMO configurations within Study A was difficult, as participants in the CMO study had little experience of what strategies to implement, when, why, and how. Furthermore,
because we had not originally planned to develop SCMO
configurations in Study A, we did not specifically collect the
necessary relevant data to enable us to develop these from the
participants we had interviewed. The lack of data regarding
strategies in study A made the development and refinement of
SCMOs for this study challenging.
In developing our original and revised configurations (i.e.,
CMOs and SCMOs), we have come to appreciate that the core
purpose of any type of configuration is to provide realist causal
explanations. While elaborations to CMOs can help address
studies’ scope and aims, we noted that guidance is needed
regarding the use of additional factors. Incorporating additional
factors into the original CMO configuration could distract from
and undermine any realist causal explanation provided, especially as there is currently limited information available on how
to add explanatory factors in a methodologically sound manner.
Furthermore, the use of additional explanatory factors raises
ontological issues, which have rarely been discussed in published realist methodological texts. For example, within the realist philosophy of science, the ontological “status” of a strategy
as an additional explanatory factor remains unclear. In other
words, what and/or how does a strategy relate to CMO configurations? While such issues require more discussion and methodological development, we have found it conceptually useful to
see strategies as processes that are deliberately employed to alter
or manipulate that which is functioning as context within a CMO
configuration. This means that strategies can be used to change
the context in such a way that it activates the right mechanism to
give us the desired outcome.
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Recommendations Based on Comparing the
Use of Different Configurations and the
Evidence Scan
Based on our reexamination of the data from Studies A and B
and the evidence scan, we recommend the following as guidance for those wishing to apply realist approaches in a consistent and coherent manner.
1. Using additional explanatory factors is possible but
consider the research scope to select the configuration
appropriate for the study
While the starting point for explaining the causation for
outcomes should take the form of the CMO configuration,
based on our reexamination and the evidence scan, adding
explanatory factors to the CMO configuration can be useful,
depending on research projects’ aims and scope. However,
realist researchers should consider the (possible) effects of this
choice. As highlighted in the reexamination, because of the
exploratory nature and in-depth understanding needed in Study
A, we found that explaining causation in the form of CMO
configurations helped us to extract and analyze data on a granular and personal level and to generate new theories on community involvement, so no additional focus on, for example,
strategies was needed. In comparison, in Study B, adding
“strategies” as an explanatory factor to CMO configurations
helped us to more explicitly explore how strategies were
related (if at all) to causal processes, in line with the study’s
aim of refining theories on successful PHM strategies. In addition, Mukumbang et al. (2018) found that adding the explanatory factors of “actor” and “intervention” to the CMO
configuration helped them to analyze the effect of the same
interventions on different actors—that is, for whom different
interventions worked in different contexts. Adding explanatory
factors may therefore be more appropriate for studies, which
have a specific focus on additional factors like strategies or
actors. These factors may also help to remind researchers to
specify whom the causal explanation relates to and/or which
intervention or strategy is related to a particular CMO configuration. What our experiences and the literature scan above
show, is that there should be a clear rationale for choosing a
configuration type. Future studies could further unpack which
types of configurations are especially useful for which types of
studies, for example, using different configurations for different levels of focus such as more granular-level data (Study A)
or more operational-level data (Study B).
A potential problem with the addition of explanatory factors
like “strategy” (i.e., “S”) to the original CMO configuration is
the risk of confusion regarding the exact nature of the causal
explanation. Regardless of the addition of factors into the original CMO configuration developed by Pawson and Tilley, it
must be remembered that it is something that is functioning as
context that “triggers” or activates a mechanism which in turn
produces an outcome (Pawson, 2013). This is the way causation is explained within realist studies and the addition of any

factors should not obfuscate this core explanatory form. In
other words, regardless of additional explanatory factors, anyone reading realist studies’ findings should be able to understand that this outcome was caused by this mechanism, which
was in turn “triggered” by this context. In our evidence scan,
we found that many published papers that claimed to be realist
studies provided lists of contextual factors, mechanisms, outcomes, and potentially other explanatory factors, without explicitly describing the causal link between the factors. Such
analyses and unconfigured reporting are contrary to the quality
and reporting standards for realist studies (Wong et al., 2014,
2017 ) and the methodological rigor of such work has been
questioned (Pawson & Manzano-Santaella, 2012). Such unconfigured reporting causes confusion because it is unclear what
the actual causal explanation is—that is, which factor (e.g.,
context, intervention, or strategy, or actor) activates mechanisms that cause the outcome. Ultimately, whether additional
factors are used or not, a deep understanding of the CMO
configuration and generative causation is required within realist studies. Additional factors can be used to highlight specific
aspects within the generative causation (in order to address
studies’ specific scopes and aims).
2. Be transparent about the choice in configuration and
include examples of configurations
Building on from the RAMESES reporting standards I and II
(Wong et al., 2014, 2017) and from authors such as Gilmore et al.
(2019), we argue that realist studies should be written up transparently in order to provide clear insights into the methodological
and analytical processes (including configurations). We further
suggest that to ensure realist studies can be critically examined,
researchers should clearly describe which configuration type they
have used. As the CMO configuration could be seen as the original configuration type, researchers who choose to use a different
configuration type should explain their alternative.
When we investigated realist papers through the abovementioned evidence scan, we found that of those papers that had
included definitions of configurations’ explanatory factors, factors were defined and operationalized differently. Dalkin et al.
(2015) and Marchal et al. (2012) had already highlighted such
differences in the concept of “mechanism.” Additionally, we
found that the terms “interventions,” “strategies,” and
“program” (components) are interpreted and used differently
in different configuration types. This may mean there is a risk
of the terms being conflated. By clearly articulating which configuration type has been used and by providing conceptualizations of concepts used, realist papers can provide the
transparency needed for others to judge the value of the methodological approaches used.
3. Further studies about the use of additional explanatory
factors are needed to better understand the effects on
each step in the realist evaluation cycle
As stated before, we expect that the choice in configuration
type influences important steps within the evaluation cycle,
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including, for example, how initial program theories are
expressed, how data are collected and analyzed, and how program theories are refined. By discussing our use of CMOs and
SCMOs in the CE and PHM studies, we hope to open up the
debate about the effects of additional explanatory factors in
each step of the realist evaluation cycle (see Figure 2). Based
on our own experiences, we have seen that choosing a configuration type influences how and what data are collected and
analyzed. We suspect that differences in where information is
captured regarding the causal processes within configurations
may lead to a different focus within the analysis and may
therefore help shape different program theories. We have, however, not examined this possible influence on the generation of
program theories.
Further realist methodological studies are needed to advance
thinking about the implications, and use of additional explanatory factors, and how this affects each step in the realist evaluation cycle, including data collection, analysis, and theory
development. In this way, such studies could provide further
guidance for selecting appropriate configurations.
4. New ways of disseminating realist findings are needed
to balance transparency regarding the use of
configurations
The realist approach can be used to provide professionals
with insights into what works, how, in which conditions, and
for whom, enabling them to tailor interventions to their specific
contexts. However, based on our own experience, we know it is
difficult to portray complex and rich realist findings, regardless
of the configuration type used, in a scientifically transparent
manner that also clearly and succinctly communicates the key
points relevant to professionals. To ensure the realist approach
remains useful, researchers should strive to develop new ways
of clearly disseminating complex information in a way that is
manageable for professionals. One way to do this is through
visualizing configurations (e.g., Bertotti et al., 2017; Fick &
Muhajarine, 2019; Gilmore et al., 2019; Pagatpatan & Ward,
2017). For example, Pawson and Tilley (1997), Jagosh et al.
(2015) and Dalkin et al. (2015) have provided helpful visualizations in the form of equations, a ripple effect, and a process.
Clear visualizations of configurations that explicitly show causation between the different explanatory factors could play a
pivotal role in ensuring realist findings connect more with
professionals.

Conclusion
Realist studies are inherently flexible approaches for making
sense of complex phenomena, provided the studies seek to
understand generative causation. However, this flexibility also
means there is no one protocol or template for conducting realist
studies, which may be why many realist researchers seek more
methodological guidance. By drawing on our own experiences,
an evidence scan, and a reanalysis of our findings, we provided
recommendations on using additional explanatory factors.
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Adding explanatory factors is possible and can be insightful
depending on the study’s scope and aims; however, we would
argue that any configuration type must explain the causal link
between context, mechanism, and outcome and any additional
explanatory factors must adhere to that rule of generative
causation.
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